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Cadet Corps To Ballot On 1935 Taps' Beauties Tomorrow

Bengals Off TIGERS DOWN BIG WOLFPACK Broad Field
Order Of The C
To Engage
Of Choice
Strategical Pass
Alabama
Arrayed
Plays Pave Way
For 12-6 Victory
JflV'E "ATOJio" i*ljJili-Lr«illiJJi

iO AiHANOR, CljiiiUSON'S
HONOxi OJHJhiUiSxRi: FRAT

Homecoming Classic in Tuscaloosa Next On Tiger
Menu

IS MIGHTY FOE

A quintet of Clemson students
majoring in cnemistry have been
pledged to trie local honorary
test-tube frat, The Athanor.
The "atoms" tapped are N. D.
Carpenter and R. T. Rogers,
seniors, and R. C. Commander,
S. C. l>ean and W. C. McGregor,
juniors.
For purposes of identification
the pledges carry around Erlenmeyer flasks filled with liquid;
a piece of rubber tubing is worn
around the neck.
The informal initiation will
continue for two or three weeks,
at which time the "atoms" will
be formally admitted into the
organization.

With their grid ledger balancing
to date, Clemson's scrapping Tigers
go up against one of the best outfits in the nation when they face
Alabama's mighty Crimson Tide in
Tuscaloosa Saturday afternoon.
NEELY COMMENTS
The only comment that Coach
Jess 'Neely makes in reference to
this week's tilt is, "If we Play
heads up football, it will be a good
game. They won't beat us 74-7 as
they did three years ago. If they
do, we'll just keep going.
You
Lane to Present Manuscripts
won't see us coming back."
(Continued on page eight)
to Cohen for Judgement

Impartial Contest to Feature
Pulchritude Selections

Neelymen Ruin Gala N.
State Homecoming
Celebration

Clemson's grid machine, well oiled and functioning smoothly, went
into high gear against Hunk Anderson's N. C. Staters in Raleigh Saturday, and spoiled an otherwise
gala homecoming party by running
».r"! rassinj lie ~wv>y l'j*-a 12-G victory over the Wolves.
START EARLY CAMPAIGN
The Neelymen started their scoring campaign early in the first period.' Brown, Tiger tackle, fell on
Farrar's fumble in mid-field. Hinson
dropped back to pass. The Wolves
slapped the initial toss to earth, but
(Continued on page six)
Twelve men, including two graduates, have submitted manuscripts
petitioning membership in Gamma Alpha Mu, honorary writers'
fraternity, soon to be founded here.
The manuscripts have been forwarded to Octavus Roy Cohen who
will pass upon them.
"MORE THAN PLEASED"
Professor John Lane, who is organizing the fraternity here, issued
FREEMAN COMPOSES
the following statement:
"I am more than pleased with
WORDS AND LYRICS
the response we have received. The
number of men admitted to the
During an intermission of the
organization is of small concern gridgraph of the Clemson-N. C.
and, since the admission qualifica- State tilt Saturday, Professor E. J.
tions have been set at such a high Freeman presented to a large numlevel, I expect that number to he ber of students in chapel the new
small.
Clemson pep song which he has
COHEN SOLE JUDGE
written.
"Let me say here that I have
ENTIRELY NEW
nothing to do with passing upon
Feeling that the local student
the quality of the work submitted. body has too frequently resorted
(Continued on page seven)
(Continued on page eight)

Twelve Seek Bid
To Writers'Frat

BLUE KEY FORMALLY
INITIATE^ FIVE m
-Election of Officers Held Following Induction Ceremony
Five new members of Blue Key
were formally admitted into than
organization at a meeting held in
the frat's clubrooms Tuesday night.
Those initiated are H. A. Webb,
A. W. Allison, D. Richardson, Monroe Crain and Louis Cochran.
CUMMINGS REMAINS PRES.
Following the formal induction
of the quintet, officers of the fraternity were elected. Charles Cumminge remains as president, by virtue of his election last spring. Oscar Rawls was voted vice-president;
J. H. Woodward, recording secretary; George Chaplin, corresponding secretary, and Monroe Crain,
Alumni secretary.

FIRST FORMAL PARADE
TO BE HELD IN HONOR
OF AMERICAN LEGION

>*

The first formal parade of the
scholastic year will be held on Bowman Field at noon tomorrow in
honor of the American Legion, and
as a part of the program of the
Fall Festival.
ALTERNATE CEREMONY
According to Captain J. H. Hinwood, assistant commandant, the
formation on the field will be in a
line of close columns. Intervals between the band and battalions is
to be 10 paces, and interval between companies is set at 5 paces.
The uniform scheduled is "A".

New Pep Song

To Fill Long

Felt Vacancy

Ether Flame Fails To Withstand
Fire-Fighting Tactics Of Prof
BY H. S. ASHMORE
The purpose of this article
is to bring to the attention of
the committee in charge of
awarding the Carnegie medals
for valour the case of Professor Osman of the Textile Chemistry division. It will all probably be of no avail and Mr.
Osman will probably be a trifle irked, but it does fill up
space.
Getting back to the case
mentioned in the preceding
paragraph, Mr. Osman made
his bid for fame in the following manner:

In attempting to extract the
oils from rayon (the current
experiment of the T. C. Seniors) quite a goodly amount of
ether is used. Now ether, as
you doubtless know, is a very
inflammable liquid, and Prof.
Osman had spent several hours
of the class's valuable time
driving this fact home. Never,
he cautioned, use an open flame
near an experiment in which
you're using ether.
The students all heard and promptly
forgot.
Last week, the class finish(Contihued on page two)

POLLS OPEN ALL DAY

C.

(Ed. Kote : In each issue during' football
season THE TIGEE will run the names of the
week's best Mockers.
Coach Jess Neely is
to pick the man or men after each game.)

HEFTY MANUEL BLACK,
who stands 3 inches over:'6 feet
and tips the balances at 198,
is awarded. the "Order of the
C" for his" excellent and unselfish blocking in the N. C.
State tilt in Raleigh last weekend.
Neely remarked that "Black
did some first class blocking,
especially on down-field plays."

Aptitude Test
For Pre-Medics

Tomorrow, from reveille until retreat, the Corps of Cadets will have
the opportunity of selecting the nine
girls who will grace the beauty
section of the 1935 TAPS.
"TO DISPROVE FALLACY"
H. A. Webb, photo editor of the
yearbook said last night, "We are
resoriing to this method to disprove
the fallacious idea that has circulated in the past to the effect
that/ the members of the TAPS
staff had made their own choices
for the beauty section before submitting the girls' pictures to the
judge."
(Continued on page six)

MANY VISITORS ARE
EXPECTED FOR FAIR
Parade, Concert, Dance, Agricultural Exhibits Are Paramount Features

Students Expecting to Enter
The curtain of Clemson's first anMedical College Must
nual Fall Festival is set to rise at
Be Examined
nine o'clock tomorrow morning.
From nine until noon in the
Pre-medical students will be in- morning all agricultural departterested in learning that the apti- ments will hold "open house."
,
tude test adopted by the Association
REGLMENTAL PARADE
of American Medical Colleges will
At 12 noon Clemson's regiment
be given on Friday, December 7, of cadets swings into the initial
at 3 p. m. in Room 21, Main Buildformal parade of the year.
ing.
A band concert and a livestock
REQUIRED TEST
show will greet visitors at 2 p. m.
This test is to be taken by all in front of the old fieldhouse.
students who expect to apply for
From 2 p. m. until midnight free
entrance to a medical school be- exhibits, open to the public, will
fore the fall of 1935, as it is one be in the new fieldhouse.
of the normal requirements for adTO PLAY SOCCER
mission.
A soccer game is to be played on
This is the only time the test will
Riggs Feld at 4 p. m.
be given and those interested should
The day's entertainment will be
apply immediately to Professor J. brought to a gala close by the
D. Lane.
Agricultural Bali. Tigertown's own
A fee of one dollar will be Jungaleers will furnish the music.
charged.

EPISCOPAL CLUBMEN TO
SPONSOR AN INFORMAL
HOP IN PARISH HOUSE

By Their Words

Poor administration caused Washington's hard winter at Valley
With the Clemson Jungaleers fur- Forge.
—Archer.
nishing the melody, an informal
dance will be given in the EpiscoMere training in a trade is by no
pal parish house Saturday night
from 9 until 12 o'clock, under the means real education.
—Bryan.
auspices of the Episcopal Club.
The fact that a number of visiEducation is the most discussed
tors will be on the campus for the
Fall Festival should add to the topic in America today.
—Sikes.
occasion.
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Freshmen, Sophs Vote On Class Officers For'34~'35
FLAMING ETHER BOWS BEFORE DETERMINED
ONSLAUGHT OF TEXTILE CHEMISTRY PROF

Scored On State

(Continued from page one)
ed the experiment and proceeded to dismantle the apparatus.
One student, a Mr. TheoGore
Huff Babb to be exact, was
merrily taking apart the ethersoaked gadjets and dreaming
a very pleasant day dream.

He failed to notice a brightly
burning Bunsen burner at his
elbow. A moment later flames
were licking at the ceiling.
As is customary at such
events, pandemonium reigned.
Mr. Osman arrived a moment
after pandemonium and rose
nobly to the occasion.
He
grabbed a towel from the
faltering hands of Prof. Huckabee who had also arrived, and
not realizing that the towel was

soaked with inflammable fluid,
tossed it o»er the blaze wliich
had by now almost flickered
out. Again lurid flames shot
ceilingward.
Nothing daunted Sir. Gasman
wheeled and dashed into tlie
supply room. Tearing a huge
flre extinguisher from the wall,
he staggered to the ' conflagration. The flames were by tills
time exceedingly feeble but he
couldn't just stand there holding a flre extinguisher in his
arms.
It looked silly.
He
grasped the instrument firmly
in his hands, squared his jaw,
and played the thirty-foot
stream over the pitiful blaze,
the desk, and three innocent
bystanders. The flre gave up.
The professor, carefully put
the extinguisher on the floor,
crossed his arms, and panted,
"And let that be a lesson to
you."
The college must train young men
to be not only able but good. No
higher responsibility could be imposed. —President Amos W. W.
Wbodcock of St. John's College.

GLOANINGER TO LEAD SECOND YEAR MEN;
FROSH NAME TODD AT CLASS ELECTION
Cochran, Lewis, Ashmore Also
GIVE WHITE COLLAR
Get Sophomore Class
JOBS TO COLLEGIANS
Offices
SAYS RADIO SPEAKER

WHEN "GENERAL" HOB
LEE draws up campaign plans
his opposition had better take
due notice and govern itself
accordingly.
Up in Raleigh last Saturday
the "General" gave the big,
bad "Wolfpack a one man demonstration of how this game
called football is played.
On the receiving end of a
triple pass that started when
Berry tossed the pigskin to
Stevens who passed to Lee
while being tackled, Lee zlg-

Rev. Charles E. Coughlin, radio
priest whose economic talks stirred
the nation last year, has presented
to President Roosevelt a plan which
would substitute college graduates
for political hacks in new appointments to federal jobs.
"We take in 25,000 federal employes every year," Father Coughlin explained his plan, "wouldn't it
be a good thing if, instead of alloting those jobs as soupbones to
politicians, we gave them to deserving college graduates, to be chosen
by university presidents?
I think
we could take care of about 5,000
a year that way by giving them
secretarial jobs."
The priest said the president was
interested in his idea, and was also
apparently anxious to enlarge the
usefulness of the Civilian Conservation Corps program by providing
something like it for white-collar
classes.
zagged 29 yards on a spectacular jaunt that ended in a Tiger touchdown.

HELD IN

CHAPEL

The sophomore class held a meeting in chapel Monday night and
elected class officers for the scholastic year.
CLOANINGER IS PRESIDENT
W. B. Cloaninger of Lykesland,
will lead the second year men of
the school in the capacity of president.
Henry Cochran of Ware
Shoals was elected to the position
of vice-president; he was president
of the freshman class last year.
Walter K. Lewis of Columbia will
fill the post of secretary-treasurer,
and Harry S. Ashmore of Greenville was voted historian.
FROSH ELECT OFFICERS
The freshman class recently met
in chapel and elected officers for
the year.
W .P Todd was elected president; H. B. Risher, vice president;
B. N. Skardon, secretary-treasureT;
and W. C. Wiles, historian.
The election was held under the
supervision of senior class officials.

Good Taste /

Copyright 19S4, The American Tobacco Company

ives—
te ftiijldest leaves
y^GoM M$re

It's good to smoke Luckies for Luckies are round,
Luckies are firm, Luckies are fully packed with
only the clean center leaves—these are the mildest leaves —they cost more —they taste better.
"It's toasted"
V Your throat protection — against irritation — against cough
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Frosh Gridsters Mark Up 15-0 Victory Over P. C.
HINW00D AND RAMSEY OUTLINE BENEFITS
OFJILITARY TRA NING BEFORE FACULTY
Talk at Sikes' Request on Statistics from 10,000
Graduates
ROTC IS FAVORED

Is Former Scout

Brearley In
a Talk Series

On Monday, November 19, DocBY J. D. KINARD
tor H. C. Brearley, professor of ecoAt the request of President E. W. nomics, sociology, .and psychology
Sikes, Captains J. H. Hinwood and. at Clemson, will speak Before the
G. L. Ramsey presented to the Greenville branch of the American
faculty during their last meeting a Association of University Women on
discussion of the educational value "Some Famous Psychologists of Toof ROTC military training. Their
day."
discussion was based upon a tabuKnown as an
lation of answers taken from a
interesting
and
questionaire sent out to over ten
qualified
speaker
thousand university and college
on subjects dealgraduates by the Bureau of Educaing with the sotion of the Federal Department of
cial sciences, Dr.
the Interior.
Brearley has been
HINWOOD SUMMARIZES TALK
much in demand.
In concluding his talk Captain
Soon after the
Hinwood summarized it as follows:
opening of school
"The volume of opinions drawn up he addressed a large group of emerfrom over ten thousand college gency teachers in the vicinity of
graduates who completed ROTC Greenville on "Sociology Looks at
training gives full recognition to Teachers."
the educational values derived from
Early in October he spoke before
the course.
the Anderson Kiwanis Club on "VoThe course is recognized as de- cational Guidance", a talk in which
veloping right habits of mind and he dealt with the difficulties arising
body and qualities of character that in choosing a vocation.
are fully as useful in everyday exTALKS AT ADGER
perience as they are when applied
Students at a joint YM and YW
to military objectives.
CA meeting at Camp Adger heard
IMPROVES CITIZENSHIP
an address by Dr. Brearley on OcThe ROTC is especially recom- tober 13. His subject, "Industrial
mended by graduates because it has Conflict", had to do with the probbrought them to a more definite lems of industry, their causes and
and serious recognition of a num- effects.
I
ber of the more important responOn October 19 he addressed the
sibilities of a citizen.
Parents' Club of Walhalla on the
The graduates would strongly op- timely question of "Youth and Leipose abolishing the ROTC and are sure".
of the opinion that contributions
made by it to general education are
sufficient to warrant its continuance.
INSTILLS CIVIL OUTLOOK
Ninety-three out of more than
nine thousand replies attest that
ROTC training does not create a Dr. McSween of Presbyterian
College Talks on "Playmilitaristic attitude, but that It
ing It Safe"
does furnish graduates with a sense
of individual responsibility toward
Doctor J. J. McSween, president
national welfare and security.
Wodrow Wilson once said to a of Presbyterian College, delivered
group of cadets: 'I am always glad the weekly address at vespers In
to see the uniform worn in con- the YMCA auditorium Sunday evnection with education. . . To me ening.
it has a deeper meaning than as an
Centering his talk around what
attribute of war. It means disci- he termed "playing it safe", Doctor
pline, of course, but in addition it McSween discussed three "areas"
signifies that the man is not living through which one passes in "playfor himself alone, but for social life ing safe" in the game of life: duty,
at large. . So what I want you morals, and religion.
"VITALLY IMPORTANT"
young men to remember is that you
owe a duty to society which is
He emphasized the fact that each
alone any interest you can have in of these three "areas" is vitally imself—that you do the greatest good \ portant in making life safe for huin the world when you live in it manity.
to serve your fellow man.'
Following the vespers program,
"IS URGENTLY NEEDED"
Dr. McSween, the YMCA cabinet,
"It seems to me", Captain Hin- advisory board, affiliated faculty
wood goes on to say, "that if he members, and Wade Perry, presiwas right—that military training dent of the Y last year, enjoyed a
for youth develops the spirit of ser- banquet at the Y Cafe.
vice—then, it is urgently needed
After-dinner speeches were made
in an education today."
by the Presbyterian president, and
Replies from the questionaire not P. B. Holtzendorff.
only show that the graduates are
for the ROTC practically every way HEART ON FIRE, KENTUCKY
but stress the fact that it is espeSTUDENT TURNS PYROMANIAC
cially helpful in developing such
A student at the University of
characteristics as leadership, self- Kentucky spent the night tending
control,
cooperation, organization, a fire in the middle of a street,
art of command, physical fitness, in an attempt to attract the attenposture, courtesy, respect for au- tion of a fair damsel who was
thority, decision .confidence, patrio- spending the night in a nearby
tism and initiative.
house.

Faculty Adds
New Member

HENRY WOODWARD
In a recent issue of BOY'S
LIFE, well known magazine,
published by the Boy Scouts of
America, appears a feature article of scout football captains.
Included on the list of 87
colleges and universities of the
country whose teams are led
by former scouts is Clemson,
captained by J. Henry Woodward, Jr., First Class, 2 years
of service.
A pre-season check-up of 58
leading schools showed that 37
had scouts leading them, or
whom three were Eagles, two
Life, three Star, and ten First
class.

Mir. R. C. Edwards, graduate of
WORKS IN COLUMBIA
the Clemson Textile School, class of
CM.' Kuykendal, Architecture
193 3, has resigned his position with '30, is engaged in architectural
the Dunean Mill, Greenville to ac- work with the H/>me Owners' Loan
cept a position elsewhere.
Corporation in Columbia.

I' •

J. B. Monroe of New Waverly,
Texas has reported to Clemson to
serve as associate professor of vocational education during the absence of T. L. Ayers, who is on
leave with the cotton production
section of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration in Washington.
COMES WELL PREPAJRED
Mr. Monroe comes well qualified
for these duties, having served as
assistant state supervisor of vocational agriculture in South Carolina, and as assistant professor of
vocational education in charge ol
the practice school at New Waverly,
Texas. Immediately upon graduating from Clemson in 1915, Mr.
Monroe entered the education field
serving as principal of 'Mountain
City School, Kansas, supervisor of
industrial arts, Miami, Florida, and
teacher of vocational agriculture at
Flora, Illinois and Marion, South
Carolina. During the World War
he was an officer in the Field Artillery.
MEMBER OF A. T. A.
Mr. Monroe has taken graduate
work at George Peabody College
for Teachers, the University of Chicago, and the Texas A. & M. College.
He is a member of Alpha
Tau Alpha.

CIVIL ENGINEERS ADD
AVERAGE MAN CAN
SIX SOPHOMORES TO
GET ALONG WITH 850
SOCIETY ROLL BOOKS
WORD VOCABULARY

COLLEGE HEAD HEARD A sextet of sophomores majoring
in Civil Engineering were taken
the local chapter of ASCE at
BY VESPERSAODIENCE aintomeeting
held last Thursday night

l*e

POWERFUL YEARLING TEAM MARCHES ONE
STEP MORE TOWARD STATE GRID LADRELS

in Riggs Hall.
They are: L. A. Perry, S. A.
Montgomery, J. B. Floyd, M. A.
Kellar, W. H. Bertram ana J. M.
Speights.
After plans for future program*
and the question of payment of
dues were discussed the meeting
came to a close.

Although a knowledge of approximately 50,000 words is needed for
a reader to understand a newspaper
such as the London Times perfectly, the average person can get along
very nicely with a vocabulary of
about 850 words, and say anything
he has to say perfectly.
This is the opinion of Mr. F. M.
Greenwood, a London educator.
Most people, he eays, have a
working knowledge of about 25,000
words.

Alligator Nursing Popular As
Reptiles Take Over Barracks
BY "SKILLET" HOLT
Shades of a grotesque reptilean age have fallen on the
steely gray (or are they brick
red) walls of the college. Do
not be alarmed if you start to
short-sheet the "ole lady" and
pull out a crocodile, amphibian,
or eel. As THE TIGER goes
to press this week, he goes
with the fear of being usurped
by the gaunt scaly form of
Joe, the alligator.
All three barracks rate their
share of these anti-diluvan
monsters. Half the "newboys"
in the first battalion spend
their time scurrying for aqua
for the latest recruits while the
other half take advantage of a
novel form of "beating out",
viz. crocodile nursing.
The three 'gators of the second barracks have the present housing situation completely under control as they cruise
contentedly in the warm waters
of the "pooling troughs". The
third battlaion seethes with the

reptiles.
One can't budge
without a parting snap from
one of the babes! All of our
'gator "frans" hail from Orlando, Florida, or therebouts,
and are steadily getting established in the hearts (and tender fingers) of the Corps.
Most of these numbers are
around four years old. If fed
well, an alligator boasts a life
span of a coupla centuries;
but, don't worry, Mr. Tiger,
our food facilities will probably
knock the cocky Floridians into the middle of next week,
and your fame an' fortune will
again echo o'er the mountain
height. Our faithful ole Bengal has always been able to
take anything the mess hall
dishes out.
Fight, Tiger,
fight!
Warning: Favorite hang-outs
of Joe 'Gator: mackinaw pockets, laundry bags, bed-room
slippers, pillow cases, radiators,
mattress covers,
caps,
suit
cases, shop notes, and Army
books. Beware!

Jones' Cubs Remain Unscored
Upon as Season Ages
PAGE PUNTS 80 YARDS
BY KARL 1NDERFURTH
With their goal line yet to be
crosseu tai-o year, Bob Jones' powerful CUD gridsters uncorked a pair
of touchdowns, a safety, and one
extra point to shut out a scrapping
froshff outfit from Presbyterian college on Riggs Field Friday afternoon, by a score of 15-0.
The local frosh opened the scoring on the first play of the second
quarter.
Patterson, P. C. half,
dropped back into punt formation;
as he attempted to boot the oval
out of danger he stepped out of the
end zone and an automatic safety
was registered for the first year
Tigers.
Then, for a time, the game seesawed over the field with neither
team holding the upper hand for
any length of time.
In the third period the Rats
started their first real drive. With
the pigskin falling on Clemson's 29
yard stripe after a P. C. boot, Dill
Clary returned to P. C.'s 4 0 yard
stripe.
Clary again tucked the
leather under his arm and made a
first down on the 3 0. Wiles sliced
off right tackle to the 20. Wiles
gained a yard at center and following this up Dill Clary started
on a touchdown jaunt, behind "beautiful interference. R. Clary missed
the try for conversion.
Dusty Wiles started things rolling for the final score by intercepting a Blue Hose aerial toss on P.
C.'s 37 marker. He and Dill Clary
alternated in toting the ball to the
3 yard marker on a series of line
plunges. Then Dill Clary swept off
right end for 3 yards and 6 points.
Ralph Clary .booted the pigskin
through the uprights as scoring for
the day came to an end.
The entire Rat team showed a
great deal of power and drive.
Page booted an eighty yard punt
in the last half to cop honors in
that division. Dill Clary and Wiles
played heads-up ball in the backfield, while the whole line functioned smoothly.
For P. C. Cox at center stood out
in the line and Isom, Patterson,
and Dreyfuss were highlights in the
backfield.

CLEMSON MEN GO TO
B APTISTGON FERENCE
Page, Langston, Ballentine In
Memphis for Student
Conclave
Three Clemson students,, Sam
Page, Perry Langston, and C. E.
Ballentine, represented the college
at the Baptist student gathering in
Memphis, October 25-28; it is, supposedly, the largest student gathering ever held.
MANY SPEECHES MADE
Dr. T. G. Dunning of England
spoke to the students on "England,
America and the World for Christ".
Secretary of Agriculture H. A. Wallace delivered an address on "Christianity Vital in American Civilization". Other speeches included a
talk by Dr. Hei-bert Gizork of Germany on "Christ, the Great Internationalist," and one by Dr. G. W.
Truett of Dallas, Texas, on "The
Search and Secret of Spiritual Pow-
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ROARING FOR:
That Old Tiger Spirit—Among Alumni, Faculty and Students
Adequate Buildings and Necessary Eauinment for Clemson College

THE STUDENT AND WAR
AOH MORNING'S MAIL BRINGS to this paper some
pamphlet or letter from "Breaking the War Habit"
clubs, "Committees on Militarism in Education",
and a dozen war resisters' groups, peace leagues
and foundations urging that we use this column to aid in booting out the ROTC which, according to their voluminous propaganda, is filling the minds of collegians with "belligerent
nationalism".
The literature of these organizations has made some
impression in spots over the country. ► ,At Akron University
secret contracts are being circulated among members of the
ROTC unit binding the signers to return their uniforms at
an early date. One of the leaders of the movement declares,
"We'll stick it out if it means expulsion of the whole bunch."
Tomorrow, the Student League of Industrial Democracy
will send a delegation to President Roosevelt urging the abolition of the ROTC.
This rebellion against military training seems rather inconsistent. A letter recently received by us reads: "We call
upon students throughout the nation to face realistically the
eminent danger of war and its consequences for our generation." Apparently the ROTC's opponents are running away
from realism, instead of facing it.
Newton D;. Baker, who was secretary of war in 1917
when America entered the World War, sums up the situation
rather aptly: "God forbid that I should want anybody to go
to war, but I'm too old to be otherwise than frank. The attitude of many youths and many churches in seeking to avoid
war by having nothing to do with it is a flight from reality.
If this nation became involved in another war the young men
would be drafted, in spite of any pledges or positions or responsibility. It is just as foolish to say you won't have anything to do with war as it would be, if you were walking
through the woods and were attacked by a lion, to say you
wouldn't have anything to do with the lion."
Mr. Baker has the proper perspective on this question of
the student and war. Despite the accusations of undergraduate idealists, the ROTC does not instil militarism into the
student minds of the nation. It teaches discipline and respect
for proper authority. The man who asserts that the ROTC
tends to destroy individual thinking, and converts collegians
into automatons, robots, and puppets is making an unqualified
statement that smacks of ignorance and narrowness. The
ROTC makes us square corners, but only physically.
The ROTC does not paint war as a glorious thing; on the
contrary, it opens our eyes to the horrors of combat. The man
who has heard the rat-tat-tat of a Browning machine gun
spouting out 400 leaden messengers of death a minute has no
desire for war.
The ROTC does not stand for war; but in the event of
a national emergency who can say that a box of peace pamphlets on the front line is as effective as a group of trained
men who may not like their business there, but who know it
:
all the same.

TRASH BASKET
(the Fair game, the football team
An orchid to Oscar for establish- stopped in Batesburg for supper.
ing his box near the guardroom for As they were climbing out of the
the assorted dirt that bashful souls bus before the hotel, a voluptuous
might be averse to handing to the young thing in the uniform of a
editor in person.
That innocent waitress tore out of the door, follittle cube offers to one and to all lowed by several severe looking
an amazing opportunity for plain men.
She skidded to a halt beand fancy mud slinging. It is the ore Manager Red Cheves and shook
very acme of anonymity too, for tne an accusing finger in bis face.
only persons who might notice you "That's him," she cried while the
in the act are the members of tne gaping football team tnought of
guard, and it's a known fact that shotguns and the two weeks Red
no one stays awake on guard duty. spent in Batesburg at Prof. ClaTk's
Through an arrangement with Os- surveying camp, "That's the one.
car we are to receive all the stories In all the time he was here I
too long for his use. If you have couldn't make him Kiss me!"
any old antecdotes about the house
don't hesitate to drop them in. Al- ADVICE TO UALLFLOWERS
though we won't go in for dirt
'We have gleaned much construcslinging in a big way (what did tive information from an article In
you say, John Ritchie) we aren't the Atlanta Journal entitled, "How
averse to a bit here and there, so Not To Be a Wallflower", which
send in anything you've got.
Be
we pass on to those who were una journalist, by proxy.
able to borrow a paper last Sunday.

__that .he would like to know the
name of that crusty Anderson female who had the nerve to stand
HONEST BEAUTY
up the great Nig "Utility" Shore SECTION
last Saturday after nightfall.
It is always with a feeling of re-OSCAK SAYSgret that we watch the passing of
that J. R. Neal has had so many
one of the school's ancient and unproposals of matrimony lately, that
popular institutions. Not that we
he has turned the tables and bought
would stand in the way of fenea new Remington 12 gauge, evificial progress, but some of the findently intent on remaining single
est humor comes from those smokeduring his college career.
hung rooms where lads sit in bull
-OSCAlt SAYSsession, griping about the various
tha Sophomores Keiler and AS- phases of college life.
With the
bili recently came back to school new system of popular choosing of
in mangled trousers and short hair
beauties for TABS, no man can
cuts, and that some frisky young
honestly turn to the beauty seclady who came to a cocktail party tion, gaze scornfully at someone
with scissors is responsible for their else's girl, and ask "Howinhelldid
deplorable condition.
thatdamedthinggetinhere?"
You
—OSCAR SAYS
know how it got in there now; you
that Eddie "I'm a corporal" Heik- put it there yourself. The TAPS
kiia was a hit nustrated when Cap- staff instituted the system to do
tain Jose Hinwood entered hie room away with the rumors tnat they
during inspection Saturday, and put in only girls favored by themthat feeling "when in doubt do selves. We have no doubt but that
something" the aforementioned soph those rumors were always untrue,
let out a lusty, "Company, atten- but still, when we think of the
tion!"
great heights of sarcastic exhorta-OSCAR SAYStion which have been reached when
that word has reached him via some lad gazed upon the bland
his little grapevine system that features of the editor's girl, we
Sophomore S. Stanton of C Com- heave a sigh. And it looks as if
pany has taken the fatal leap dur-. we are in for a great year of sigh
ing the Fair holidays, and that he heaving if the senior reformers conis tossing a bouquet of Winchell's tinue along their glorious path. To
orchids to the damsel (she deserv- date they have abolished four of
es them.).
the old favorite targets of invective.

The main idea for the ladies is to
not dally in the dressing room, not
leave the floor with someone elses's
date, and not confuse no-breaks. As
one who has smoked several cartons
of cigarettes outside dressing room
doors, arrived panting at a lady's
side to discover four other men to
whom she has promised the dance
already there, looked forlornly into
the rear seats of innumerable parked cars trying to find the lady to
take her home, we heartily applaud. The article declares that it
is the duty of a gentleman to break
en a man who appears to be slightly intoxicated. A noble theory, Dut
with college dances what they are
most of the gentlemen present
would wear themselves out cutting
in. 'Numerous don'ts are tabulated;
among them, don't break too rapidly, don't get tight if you have a
date, don't get tight if you naven't
a date, don't break on a girl you
don't know, don't show your boredom, don't sing in your partner's
ear, don't hold the girl in a wrestler's grasp.
The most important
thing, however, is not to shine. And
in spite of what Mr. Pee "Wee Plowden thinks, we rise to our feet and
cheer that last remark.
OUTSTANDING CADET
OF THE WEEK

OSCAR SAYS

Mr. Bob Martin of Savannah who
that there is a marked resem- ACCUSATION
sent a collect telegram to Colonel
blance between "Rat" Faulkenberry
From the Oscar box comes this West telling him that he would be
of Kexshaw and Bill "I'm a bone- tale of a lady who fell for a city
late in returning from weekend
crushing man" Croxton.
slicker. En route to Columbia for leave.
OSCAR SAYS

--that Alton "Cutie" Jeffords had
a hankering that he was the big
moment with Celest until his old
pal,
Saverance,
unknowingly remarked that she had the most kissahle lips.
—

OSCAR SAYS

that Percy Cook Is his nomination for the man to fill the vacancy FEMININE FROSH IMMATURE
SAYS ARIZONA FRAT GROUP
left by the graduation of diminutive "Forty per cent" Wyatt, the
The Pan-Hellenic Association at
big, bad loan shark.
the University of Arizona has reOSCAR SAYS
that the big strong leader of B cently made a rule that first year
Company signs all his Winthrop let- women must refuse "dates" on the
ters with a flourishing "Cap'n Pug." grounds that girls just entering college are "not sufficiently mature to
-OSCAR SAYS__that Chalmers McMahon, the scin- go places at night with men."
tillating basketeer from near Seneca (12 miles out) spends his weekends teaching young ladies the proper method of saluting ifirst lieutenants.
—OSCAR SAYS

__that some freshman complained
that Doc "Footsie" Hunter adds
too much spice to his lectures via
the profanity route, and that he
thinks "Footsie" shouldn't make
the poor frosh blush whenever he
clumsily drops a beaker.
(Continued on page five)

SMOKELESS, DRINKLESS, AND
PETLESS COED DOES EXIST
SAYS GEORGIA PUBLICATION

The following is quoted from a
column in THE RED AND BLACK,
University of Georgia weekly:
Dear Commentator:
I am a freshman co-ed and want
your advice. I am pretty and have
a nice personality. Yet I am not
THIS POETRY ABOUT WAISTS .
popular. I do not drink, smoke, or
MAY BE A WASTE OF SPACE;
pet. How can I be popular with
JUST A QUESTION OF TASTE the boys at Georgia?
Answer: Drink, smoke, and pet.
Just another poem, probably more Or transfer to Emory.
truth than poetry.
An imaginary line is the waist,
It has been said that occasionally
Which seldom stays where it is one finds a North Carolinian among
placed,
the students at Duke University. Of
But ambers and skips
the twenty-two students recently
Twixt shoulders and hips,
honored for their outstanding work
According to whimsical taste.
in social science, six are residents
—Pathfinder. of the Old North State.
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Rigid control of industry develops that will cancel its theoretical adinto an instrument of repression vantages.-—George B. Cortelyou.

PAGE FIVE

Oscar Says

IS CAMPUS VISITOR,

KBEXAX HONORED

Rembert G. Allen, Architecture
'20, was a recent campus visitor.
Allen is now in the Supervising
that he wonders what Kitty Fant
Architects' office in Washington .in
will think now that "Slick" Mcthe position of senior architect.
Cown, the lad with the body of
an adult, is "that" way about Margaret.
(Continued from page four)
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LET THEM ADMIRE YOUR BEAUTY
Picture Orders taken in TAPS Room after each meal
PRICES
"PIE" WEBB

fT

RIGHT

and

t

BEN GREEN

OSCAR

SAYS

that J. S. Branch found some
young femme at a recent football
game all ready for him to buy her
a $2.40 ticket, and that he was naturally elated.

CLEMSON UNIFORMS ARE MADE BY

WILLIAM C. ROWLAND, INC.
PHILADELPHIA

OSCAR BAYS

__that Cap'n H. B. "Howard's the
name, if you please" Kirkgard still
seems to have his heart on fire over
that titian-haired Conversite, Red.

giaatBiaBiaasigRKi^^

ACCESSORIES FOR DANCING

OSCAH »AT»

Dress Shirts $2.50 -o- Studs 35c -o- Dress Ties 75c-$l
Wide, Rich Color Dance Sashes
$1.50
Dancing Pumps

Harold E. Keenan, Architecture
'27, has recently been appointed a
representative of the American
Radiator Company in this territory,
with office in Atlanta.

$4.00

SEE

~

that Pie Webb, the modest youngster, said that <he wasn't bragging
when he vouchsafed the statement,
"I got the biggest rush at Converse's Cotillion, but I couldn't help
it."
-OSCAR SAYS-

HOKE SLOAN
New Florsheim Shoes —:— New Resilio Ties
SsiSlSHlKilSMsEKISSBS!^^

—that he wonders why -Seniors Iceland, Porcher, Bailey and Junior
Bobby Graham want to go back to
Columbia to see "Jackie".

COMPLIMENTS

OF

Clemson College Laundry
aaaagiiaaasiaiHiaasB^

m
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JAMES S. MacVICKAR '35-PSYCHOLOGY.
He says: "I think there's a great field for psychology—so I try to hit the books for all I'm
worth. When I'm listless or 'low/ smoking a
Camel gives me a quick upturn in energy. Physical and mental fatigue drop away! The enjoyment one gets from Camel's fine flavor is an important psychological factor in maintaining poise."

How to get back vim and energy when "played out": Thousands of smokers can verify from their own experience the popular suggestion "get a lift with a Camel." When tired, Camels
will make you feel refreshed—as good as new. And science adds
confirmation of this "energizing effect." Camels aren't flat or
"sweetish," either. You can smoke Camels steadily. Their finer
MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS never get on the nerves!

LEAF-TOBACCO
EXPERTS AGREE:

TUNE IN! CAMEL CARAVAN with Glen Gray's Casa Loma
Orchestra, Walter O'Keefe, Annette Hanshaw, and other
Headhners —over WABC-Columbia Network.
TUESDAY . . 10p.m.E.S.T. THURSDAY . . 9p.m.E.S.T.
9 p.m. C.S.T.—8 p.m. M.S.T. 8 p.m. C.S.T.—9:30 p.m. M.S.T.
7p.m.P.S.T.
8:30 p.m. P. S.T.

Cam e Is a re made from'
finer, More Expensive
Tobaccos—Turkish and
Domestic — than any
Other popular brand. "

MOUNTAIN CLIMBER. Miss
Georgia Engelhard says: "Plenty of
times I have thought 'I can't go another step.' Then I call a halt and
smoke a Camel. It has been proved
true over and over that a Camel
picks me up in just a few minutes
and gives me the energy to push on."

mgm

W"f&
'jw^^- ijS* j

PRO FOOTBALL ACE. "Cliff"
Montgomery of the Brooklyn
Dodgers says: "After a tiring game,
or any time when I feel like it, I
light up a Camel and get a swell
'lift'—soon feel 100% again. I am seldom without a Camel — they don't
interfere with healthy nerves."

F

*fc&b
SS53

Copyright, 1934,
B. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Company
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CORPS OF CADETS TO BENGALS UPSET STATE
BALLOT ON BEAUTIES IN HOMECOMING EVENT
Passes Prove Way
FOR TAPS TOMORROW Strategic
for Tiger Markers
Absolute Impartiality to Exist
In Choosing Bevy of
Pulchritude
RANKIN TO OFFICIATE
(Continued from page one)
At a place to be announced late
tonight the pictures of candidates
for the beauty section will be hung,
and each picture given a number.
TO SIGN BALLLOTS
The Corps' selection will be made
on signed ballots. Each man is to
vote for nine girls, by numbers,
and the ballots are to be dropped in
a box, under the supervision of
Louis Cochran, senior class president and other fourth year class
officials.
RANKIN TO PRESIDE
Professor Henry Rankin, of the
English division, is to preside over
the counting of the votes.
In a
sealed envelope he will turn the
names of the winners over to Geo.
Chaplin, editor of THE TIGER, who
will publish the beauties selected in
the November 15th issue of the
paper. No member of the TAPS
staff is to have any part in the
casting or balloting of the votes.
IS INNOVATION
As far as can be ascertained this
is the first time in the history of
the school that the Corps has picked the beauty section. Judges during the last four years were Octavus Roy Cohen, Julia Peterkin, Colonel R. John West, and John Held,
Jr.
The War Department has announced that, beginning next Burner, every cadet at AVest Point will
• ceive at least 20 hours of flying
as part of his college course.

CLEMSON ARCHITECT WILL
JOIN STATE PARK FORCKS

LOCAL CHAPTER ALPHA
ZETA TAPS SEXTET OF
JUNIOR, SENIOR AGGIES

ROOSEVELT AND BLUE EAGLE.
DROP IN STRAW VOTE TAKEN.
AT DUKE U. NOT LONG AGO>

Louis M. Wolff, Architecture ,'31,
According to a straw vote taken
has recently been appointed archirecently
at Duke University, Presitect for the State Park to be erectSix members of the junior
dent
Roosevelt's
popularity is waned in 'Myrtle Beach, S. C. This is a
and senior classes in agricuUuie
ing
among
collegians.
Over halt
government project and Mr. Wolff
were Tecently pledged to the
of the upperclassmen were present
will have charge of planning both
local chapter of Alpha Zeta, nawhen the vote was taken. Of these,
buildings and grounds.
(Continued, from page one)
tional honorary ag fraterniiy.
213 were more favorable toward
After finishing at Clemson Mr.
The sextet of students taken
the
New Deal now than they were
Wolff
graduated
from
the
School
of
in
are
P.
M.
Anderson,
W.
L..
ihe second aerial oifering slid 32
in 1932, but 368 were less favorBritt, G. H. Stewart, seniors;
yards into tne waiting hands of Fine Arts of the University of Pennable. Three hundred and thirteen
W. A. King, E. K. Rambo and
ivissam wno checked several yards sylvania with honors, winning several prizes in architecture.
indicated that if the presidential
D. A. Shelley, juniors.
before being downed on State's 14.
election were held this year and
McCOWN BATTERS THROUGH
Informal initiation will conRobert A. Freeman, Architecture
Roosevelt were a candidate, they
tinue until November 12. The
Dillard, taking a spinner from
'22, has been appointed architect
would vote for him; 260 said they
formal initiation will be held
McCown, bounced through the foron the new government camp being
would
not vote for him under such
at that time.
ward wall for 9 yards. The Tigestablished
on
the
Edisto.
circumstances.
ers fumbled, but recovered. Berry
.ailed to gain. MjcCown batterd his
way through for a touchaown, carying the entire middle of the State
line along with him. Fellers railed
S~*W
,;**::'
to convert the extra point.
LEE MARCHES ON STATE
In the second period a triple pass,
Shore to Folger to Fellers, gained
15 yards. The Yellow Peril prepped for action. Stevens tore through
the iState defense for 18 yards until be reached the Raleigh aggregation's 29.
The Bengals tossed a
pass but it failed. Again they tried
the air route. Net Berry snapped
i»t
»*«, ,u
«e.
a four yard toss to Stevens who,
being tackled in bis tracks, flipped
the oval to "General" Hob Lee who
carried on a zig-zagging campaign
of his own before he traversed 29
yaTds for the Royal Bengal's second
and final score; again Fellers kicked the ball wide on try for point.
STATE GOES OVER
State started its only touchdown
O P. LorilUrd Co., Inc.
drive late in the final quarter. With
the leather on Clemson's 47 yard
stripe Roscoe Roy rattled off 13
and 14 yard runs to get things going. A 13 yard pass from Hayden
to Dusty, Wolfpack quarter, scored for Anderson's proteges.
Stevens and Dillard led the Tiger
backs with Black, tackle; Fellers,
end; and Shore, guaTd, featuring
See JOAN BLONDELL in Warner Bros. Picture, "DAMES"
in the line.

w
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Who wouldn't prefer a cigarette that's
easier on the throaty i^«..vJUOH<UI(

ran

ghCut
Yshy-1dorit hetieve I
have used a pipe cleaner
in three orfour weeks

An the manufacture
of Granger Rough Cut Pipe
Tobacco the Wellman Process
is used.
The Wellman Process is different from any other process or
method and we believe it gives
more enjoyment to pipe smokers.
... it gives the tobacco an extra flavor and aroma
... it makes the tobacco act
right in a pipe—burn
slower and smoke cooler
... it makes the tobacco milder
, ..it leaves a clean dry ash
—no soggy residue or heel
in the pipe bowl

Granger leaves no gum
in the bowl of my pipe
—or moisture in the stem.
It burns down to a clean
dry ash.'

. . . in a
common - sense
package—10c

LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.

the pipe tobacco that's MILD
the pipe tobacco that's COOL
—jolks seem to like it

© 1934, LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.
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NEELYMEN NO LONGER

SPORTS

RUNNING IN THE 'RED'

We Appreciate Your
Business

Films

Shops in Barracks No. 1 and in
Sloan's Arcade

ing back to Clemson."
JUST LIKE ROME
Like Rome, football teams aren't
built in a dozen hours.
It ie a
ORCHID TOSSING
question of years.
Each season
We throw Bob Jones and his
since Neely's debut here the Ben:rosh grid stars a well-earned and
gal elevens have shown considermch deserved bunch of flowers.
able improvement in every departJnscored on, the Rats bid fair to
ment of play. Those "in the know"
halk up a fine record on the footclaim that the present grid machine
ball ledger. If they take the team
is better than those of the halcyon
from N. C. in Asheville without
days when bustles were in vogue.
nuch trouble, they can feel doubly
The Tigers looked good in the
vssured of defeating Furman later
Tech, Duke, and Kentucky games.
n.
They seem set for another
They were excellent at CaroUaa, but
itate cup— over-confidence alone
a trifle sluggish at N. C. state
an block their way!
Saturday. All in all, the offense
and the defense have improved consistently and spirit is running high.
FOUR QUARTERBACKS
The offense tills year is not
built around any one man. The
locals won their last two games
with some of the best ball toiers out. Randy Hinson, who
seems slated for a berth on the
All-southern selection list, saw
but little action in the last pair
of tilts. Woodward and Berry
ably took his place and carried
on with the same amount of
drive. Then Horton, who wears
a numeral "3"
on his collar,
is getting a great deal of practice in the signal-calling post
and seems to be holding up his
end of things without much
trouble.
With a quartet of
Jiien ready to fill the important
job of running the team tlie
Neelymen are not faced by the
handicap of sole reliance on
any particular gridster.

^

'j

•

ABOUT THIS BLOCKING
We are still bent on handing out
all the credit we can to those men
who never carry the ball, the fellows who open up holes and make
way for the oval-toters who gain
for the eleven. It takes a lot of
the right sort of fortitude to stick
in a fracas weekend after weekend,
never holding the ball on runs, and
giving all you have for those back
of you. That's where a good team
and a team are distinguished. The
Neely linesmen and some blocking
backs have shown the right spirit,
that feeling of cooperation that is
necessary for victory on any field.
We give Manuel Black a big pat
on the back for his unselfish work
in the Clemson-State game in Raleigh Saturday. Manuel is one of
those chaps who keeps his mouth
shut, but who shows his opponents
how things should be done on gridirons.
ABOUT 'BAMA GAME
This weekend Neely returns,
in a sense, to his old home.
The Tigers tackle the hard-iostop Crimson Tide from Alabama, that Tuscaloosa outfit
that has rolled over Howard,
Sewanee, Miss. State, Tennessee, Georgia, and Kentucky
without much trouble.
The 'Bama outfit is slated
for another journey to California and the Rose Bowl or
we miss our guess. But the
local gridmen journey there
with one idea in mind; to give
the best they have.
Of one
thing we can assure you—the
score will be a lot different
than 74-7 tally of 8 years
ago. Coach Neely says, "If it
isn't, well just keep going
South; yon won't see us com-

50CIAL

for

TIGER SERVICE STATION

Sale

TEXACO GAS & OILS
Photos taken Tire Repairing
Washing & Greasing
H. B. JONES, Jr., Room 142
HERBERT CAMPBELL. MGR.

Clemson College Stationery
SPECIAL

VALUES

Printed
Lithographed
CLEMSON COLLEGE
MAIN BUILDING
60 Sheets Paper
60 Sheets Paper
24 Envelopes
25 Envelopes
Special at 44c
$1.25 Value for 85c

VISIT

OUR

SODA

TIGER STATIONERY
24 Sheets Paper
24 Envelopes
25c

FOUNTAIN

TOASTED SANDWICHES
-oCAKES
CANDIES OF ALL KINDS

SCRIVENERS SUBMIT
G.(Continued
A. M. MANUSCRIPTS
from page one)

am only the go-between.
M(r.
Cohen, the sponsor, reads all the
nanuscripts and decides upon memlership. This is an excellent sysem because it removes all chance
of prejudice and because, with a
professional writer judging, the
candidate has a better chance of
having his undeveloped talent appreciated.
PRELIMINARIES OVER
Most of the preliminary work of
installing the chapter has been
completed and the names of the
charter members will be announced
within the next two months.
Those students submitting work
in journalism are Joe Sherman,
George Chaplin, Oscar Rawls, R. K.
O'Cain, H. S. Ashmore, W. K. Lewis, E. R. Holt, and J. D. Kinard.
Two men, B. S. Jordan and Jim
Farmer, are trying for admittance
in the field of fiction.
The two
alumni, both of whom made their
entries in journalism, are H. S.
Gault of Rock Hill and L. G. Perritt of Lamar.
Mr. J. B. Hall of the Anderson
Daily Mail has been made an honorary member of the organization.

TARHEELS ON MONDAY

Pictures Developed

PIKE & PATTERSON

th'

RAT GRIDSTERS MEET

iP-

NABS

JUST RECEIVED FRESH SHIPMENT OF THE FAMOUS
MARTHA WASHINGTON CANDIES
One-Half Pound 45c -o- One Pound 85c -o- Two Pounds $1.70

COMPLETE

LINE

GREETING

CARDS

FOR ALL OCCASIONS
BIRTHDAY CARDS
SYMPATHY CARDS
For Mother, Dad, SweetGET WELL CARDS
heart or Friend
CONGRATULATION CARDS

X. 6. dTZaztin

mzua (Sompanu,

no.

$■.

P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner

The Otticial College Book and Supply Store
PHONE 75

CLEMSON COLLEGE, S. C.

SCIENCE

THE CONTENTS OF THE HUMAN
MIND HAVE ULTIMATE RELATIONS
TO THE GOVERNING PRINCIPLES
OF THE ^r\ 5CIENCE OF 50CIAL
EVOLUTION/^-) AND 50 FORTH —
^
€l * M, AHEM

SOCIETY IS 5LOWLY RISING
TOWARDS A MORE ORGANIC
TYPE WHICH 15 CALLED THE
SOCIAL PROCESS, ETC., AD
FINITUM.ET CETERA, BG05H

Copyright, 1934, B. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company

PIPE

SCIENCE

THERE 15 A DEFINITE TREND IN
K5QC1ETY, TOWARD A BETTER
=S^#? SMOKING TOBACCO
£==^ l*% AND THE REASON IS
\ ■" "NO-BITE"
,

(^ f\\ PRINCE ALBERT/
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SOCIOLOGY 15 THE 5CIENCE OF
SOCIETY
PLATO AND ARI5TOTLE,
PARTICULARLY WERE THE FATHERS
OF THI5 5CIENCE^ETC

f
i
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AFTER EVERY CLASS
IT RINGS THE BELL!
J.T IS not only top-quality tobaccos
that make Prince Albert the finest smoking tobacco you
have ever tried—in addition, these choice tobaccos are
blended by a secret method and then treated by a special
process which absolutely removes all the "bite." You'll
enjoy this mellow smoke — full of rich, smooth flavor!

hiNGE ALBERT

— THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKE/

E.i-.IVT

iENCE SOCIETY WILL
GIVE TEN MILLIONS FOR
FORECASTS OF WEATHER
Possible
accurate
forecast of
weather condition!? for alls pans of
the world at any given time is seen
la plans being made by an unannounced scientific organization, to
spend as much as $10,000,000 in
the next few years to correlate all
the temperatures in the world.
Once such a correlation is made,
It is said, it will be simple to forecast world-wide weather changes.
PARADE, DANCE, GRID GAME
TO FEATURE "DAD'S" DAY
AT MISSISSIPPI STATE V.

THE TIGER

liKIDMEN OUT TO STEM
STRONG
CRIMSON TIOE
(.uonuiiuea irom page one;
The Bengals looked good in this
week's scrimmages, spending tne
majority of their time on defense
against Alabama plays. Several of
the recent practices have gone into
the night, necessitating the use of
the giant floodlights.
Tigertown's hard running backfield in the form of Hinson, Stevens,
Dillard and McCown looks promising as the Tide fracas looms on the
horizon. The other backs are all
in shape and ready to go.
Brown, Black and Henley, hefty
tackles, stopped
many Wolfpack
plays against N. C. State last Saturday and seem set for some more
good gridwork day after tomorrow/.
The ends, centers, and guards are
in shape. The Tigers journey southward with the dope against them,
but with minds made up to play
their best football.

One of the big events of the year
at Mississippi State College is the
annual Dads Day.
This day has
been celebrated yearly for! the past
13 years. Approximately 300 dads
are expected to be present this
year. One of the featured events
of the day will be the traditional
pajama parade by freshmen. Following the parade will be a footAt 4 p. m. Sunday an impressive
ball game for which the dads will
be given complimentary tickete. A Armistice Day ceremony will be
Dads' Day Dance and a regimental held at Memorial Grove under the
parade will also tie on the program. auspices of the local chapter of
the American Legion.
Professor Leroy Tucker, formerly
The college will cooperate with
of the Clemson department of me- the Legion and a Clemson bugler
chanical engineering, has recently will be present to render "Taps"
accepted a position in the school of in honor of those who gave their
engineering of Ohio State Univer- lives for America in the World
sity at Columbus, Ohio.
War.

MicLESTER ADVOCATES
RESTORING DOCTORS TO
FORMER HIGH POSITION
Not socialized medicine, but a
plan whereby the doctor is paid
from sick insurance policies carried
by everyone was advocated by Dr.
James S. McLester of Birmingnam,
president-elect of the American
Medical Association, in an address
before the Gorgas Medical Society
at the University of Alabama.
WANTS PRESTIGE RESTORED
He urged that every means be
used to restore the general practitioner to his former important
position in society.
Dr. McLester was made a Fellow
of the Gorgas Miedical Society during his visit to Tuscaloosa.
IS IN MISSOURI
J. B. Barnwell, Clemson '34, is
assistant inspector with the U. S.
engineers engaged in levee work at
Cape Girardeau, Missouri.
R. H.
Allan and J. T. McKinney of the
same class are engaged in similar
work at Charleston, Missouri.
TO END INITIATIO>
Sigma Epsilon will end its two
weeks pledge period next Tuesday
night when seven "goats" are formally admitted into the fraternity.
The pledges are J. A. Ferguson,
C. B. Little, G. R. O'Kelley, T. W.
Bagnal, W. K. Lewis, H. O. Strohecker, and T. A. Stallworth.

THURSDAY, 'NOVEMBER 8, 1934:

BENGAL PEP SONG IS
WRITTEN
GY FREEMAN
(.(Jonunued from page one;

DAVIDSON STUDENTS REVOLT
AGAINST ANTIQUA'A'EJJ RULES
IN REGARD PAPER, DANCING

According to unofficial reports,
over 7 0 per cent oi tne upperclassto the time-worn and universally men at Davidson College have formused pep songs, lie composed the ed a Student Policies union in an
words and music to this new mel- attempt to do away with some of
ody, wnich Clemson can truly call the old-fashioned restrictions of the
college. At preseut, dances cannot
its own.
The words of the song are as be held on the campus or in the
town of Davidson—they must be
follows:
held in Charlotte, 20 miles away.
Tiger, Rah—T^ger R^.h—We
All student publications at DavidWiU Fight, Fight, Fight for
son are now censored by a faculEvery Yard.
ty committee.
The Student PoliWe'll Hit 'Em High, Low—
ces union is making an attempt to
Rip 'Em And Tear 'Em
have these two restrictions, In parDown.
ticular, lifted. It is rumored that
Block 'Em, Sock 'Em, Ride
unless the faculty favors their pe'Em, Rout 'Em, Root 'Em.
tition, the members of the union
Tiger, Rail—Tiger Rah—Clemwill have the famous Davidson honson's On The War Path,
or system suspended.
Bang, Hi.
Here's To The Team Behind
The Purple And The Orange.
o>
Hail, Hail, Hail The Clemson
Treat yourself to the Best
Gang.
and you won't be disap-

pointed. "Y" Barber Shop

America has not been guaranteed
eternal democracy by divine fiat.
—Harry Woodburn Chase.
6-------------------gBiHiaaaaaaiiBHgHE^

BAILEY & KAY

PATRONIZE

THE STUDENT GLEANERS
*

CLEANING —o— PRESSING —o— ALTERATIONS
Cadet Agents: Roddy Kissam, T. I. Brown, Al Snyder, Rat Price, Pat Johnstone

—and the boys smoked them
,*rfA th<n o»v/tf raked in the nickels and the dimes
— and th y sang r(V* hot time in the old town"

the cigarette thats MILDER
the cigarette that TASTES BETTER
wiHivi&'Wi-S*;;:;*;
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